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Definition of privacy


What is privacy?
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Global Attention to Privacy


Magazines
Time (August 1997)


The Death of Privacy
The Economist (May 1999)


The End of Privacy
Statistics on Internet Users (Feb-July 1999)


Laws/Projects
1995/46/EC Directive on Data Protection
U.S. Department of Commerce “Safe Harbor” (approved by 
EU in July 2000)
2002/58/EC Directive on Privacy and Electronic 
Communications
TIA-DARPA Project (2003)
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Time: The Death of Privacy


Invasion of privacy 
Our right to be left 
alone has 
disappeared, bit by 
bit, in little brotherly 
steps. 
Still, we've got 
something in return, 
and it's not all bad
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The Economist


Remember, they are always watching 
you. Use cash when you can. Do not 
give your phone number, social-
security number or address, unless you 
absolutely have to. 


Do not fill in questionnaires or respond to 
telemarketers. Demand that credit and data-
marketing firms produce all information they have 
on you, correct errors and remove you from 
marketing lists.
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Web Users: Attitudes


Source: Special Issue on Internet Privacy. Ed. L.F.Cranor (Feb 1999)


Never provide
personal information


17%


Do provide 
personal information


27%


56%
Depending on privacy measures
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Web Users: Privacy vs Benefits


Source: Freebies and privacy: What net users think. A.F.Westin (July 1999)


Privacy fundamentalists
4% 


Having a privacy 
policy


doesn’t matter as 
long as I got 


benefits
14% 


82%
Having a privacy policy would matter


86% of Web Users believe that participation in information-for-
benefits programs is a matter of individual privacy choice
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History of European data protection Laws


1. Directive 2002/58/EC on privacy and electronic 
communications.


2. Directive 2002/22/EC on universal service and users’
rights.


3. Directive 2002/21/EC on a common regulatory 
framework for electronic communications networks and 
services.


4. Regulation No 45/2001 on the protection of individuals 
with regard to the processing of personal data.


5. Directive 2000/31/EC on electronic commerce.
6. Directive 1997/66/EC on the processing of personal 


data and the protection of privacy in the 
telecommunications sector.


7. Directive 1995/46/EC on the protection of individuals 
with regard to the processing of personal data.
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Privacy Protection


EU Directives
1995/46/EC Directive on Data Protection
2002/58/EC Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications 
(concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of
privacy in the electronic communications sector)


Italian Laws
Code on Personal Data Protection


Decreto legislativo 30 giugno 2003, n. 196
(updated version: www.garanteprivacy.it/garante/doc.jsp?ID=1105372)


Guidelines from Garante Authority on: (2005)
(www.garanteprivacy.it/garante/doc.jsp?ID=1109624)


Loyalty Cards, Profiling (only anonymous), Marketing


Codes of Conduct (Codici Deontologici)



http://www.garanteprivacy.it/garante/doc.jsp?ID=1105372

http://www.garanteprivacy.it/garante/doc.jsp?ID=1109624
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EU: Personal Data


Personal data is defined as any information 
relating to an identity or identifiable 
natural person. An identifiable person is 
one who can be identified, directly or 
indirectly, in particular by reference to an 
identification number or to one or more 
factors specific to his physical, 
physiological, mental, economic, cultural or 
social identity.


http://www.legamedia.net/legapractice/reedsmith/2000/00-12/0012_olender_kurt_eu-privacy-directive.php
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EU: Processing of Personal Data


The processing of personal data is defined 
as any operation or set of operations which 
is performed upon personal data, whether 
or not by automatic means, such as 
collection, recording, organization, storage, 
adaptation or alteration, retrieval, 
consultation, use, disclosure by 
transmission, dissemination or otherwise 
making available, alignment or combination, 
blocking, erasure or destruction. 
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EU Privacy Directive


The EU Privacy Directive provides: 
That personal data must be processed fairly and lawfully
That personal data must be accurate
That data be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes 
and not further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes
That personal data is to be kept in the form which permits 
identification of the subject of the data for no longer than is necessary 
for the purposes for which the data was collected or for which it was 
further processed
That subject of the data must have given his unambiguous consent to 
the gathering and processing of the personal data
If consent was not obtained from the subject of the data, that 
personal data be processed for the performance of a contract to which 
the subject of the data is a party
That processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnical origin, 
political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union 
membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life is 
prohibited
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Anonymity according to 1995/46/EC 


The principles of protection must apply to any 
information concerning an identified or identifiable 
person; 
To determine whether a person is identifiable, account 
should be taken of all the means likely reasonably to 
be used either by the controller or by any other 
person to identify the said person; 
The principles of protection shall not apply to data 
rendered anonymous in such a way that the data 
subject is no longer identifiable; 
Codes of conduct within the meaning of Article 27 may 
be a useful instrument for providing guidance as to the 
ways in which data may be rendered anonymous and 
retained in a form in which identification of the data 
subject is no longer possible;
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EU Privacy Directive
Personal data is any information that can be 
traced directly or indirectly to a specific person
Use allowed if:


Unambiguous consent given
Required to perform contract with subject
Legally required
Necessary to protect vital interests of subject
In the public interest, or
Necessary for legitimate interests of processor and 
doesn’t violate privacy


Some uses specifically proscribed (sensitive data)
Can’t reveal racial/ethnic origin, political/religious beliefs, 
trade union membership, health/sex life
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Requisiti Minimi (Italian Decreto legislativo 30 giu 2003, n. 196)


a) autenticazione informatica;
b) adozione di procedure di gestione delle credenziali di 
autenticazione;
c) utilizzazione di un sistema di autorizzazione;
d) aggiornamento periodico dell'individuazione dell'ambito del 
trattamento consentito ai singoli incaricati e addetti alla 
gestione o alla manutenzione degli strumenti elettronici;
e) protezione degli strumenti elettronici e dei dati rispetto 
atrattamenti illeciti di dati, ad accessi non consentiti e 
adeterminati programmi informatici;
f) adozione di procedure per la custodia di copie di sicurezza, il 
ripristino della disponibilità dei dati e dei sistemi;
g) tenuta di un aggiornato documento programmatico sulla 
sicurezza;
h) adozione di tecniche di cifratura o di codici identificativi per 
determinati trattamenti di dati idonei a rivelare lo stato di 
salute o la vita sessuale effettuati da organismi sanitari.
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Allegato B (Italian Decreto legislativo 30 giugno 2003, n. 196)


29 Articoli, di seguito il n° 5:
La parola chiave, quando è prevista dal sistema di 
autenticazione, è composta da almeno otto caratteri
oppure, nel caso in cui lo strumento elettronico non lo 
permetta, da un numero di caratteri pari al massimo 
consentito; essa non contiene riferimenti 
agevolmente riconducibili all'incaricato ed è
modificata da quest'ultimo al primo utilizzo e, 
successivamente, almeno ogni sei mesi. In caso di 
trattamento di dati sensibili e di dati giudiziari la 
parola chiave è modificata almeno ogni tre mesi. 
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The Safe Harbor “atlantic bridge”


In order to bridge EU and US (different) privacy 
approaches and provide a streamlined means for 
U.S. organizations to comply with the European 
Directive, the U.S. Department of Commerce in 
consultation with the European Commission 
developed a "Safe Harbor" framework. 


Certifying to the Safe Harbor will assure that EU 
organizations know that your company provides 
“adequate” privacy protection, as defined by the 
Directive.
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Safe Harbor (July 2000)


The seven "safe harbor" principles are: 
Notice
Choice
⌧Opt-in in and opt-out


Onward Transfer
Security
Data Integrity
Access
Enforcement


Note: voluntary compliance!
Some patchwork of regulations (exceptions)
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Individually identifiable information


Data that can’t be traced to an individual 
not viewed as private


Remove identifiers (a list of 19)
But can we ensure it can’t be traced?


Candidate key in non-identifier information
Unique values for some individuals


Data mining enables such tracing!
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Individually identifiable information???


Sweeney (2001) shows that “safe harbor”
principles are not sufficient


From a set of 54805 people (voter list)
69% unique on postal code and birth date
87% US-wide with all 3 (sex)


From Voter list to medical data!
A solution is k-anonymity:


Any combination of values appears at least k
times (by distortion/generalization of values)
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Why Privacy Preserving Data Mining? An Example


Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA)


Total Information Awareness (TIA)
⌧a set of technologies, including electronic searching tools


to "mine" such records in the hopes of finding patterns
indicating an imminent attack


⌧TIA would violate individuals' privacy if it were used to
inspect personal data, particularly financial transactions
and phone records


The Solution:
Terrorism Information Awareness?!? …
Privacy preserving data mining!!!


http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0503/052003h2.htm
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Web Links on Privacy Laws


English
europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/fsj/privacy/law/i
ndex_en.htm
www.privacyinternational.org/
www.export.gov/safeharbor/


Italian
www.garanteprivacy.it
www.interlex.it/
www.iusreporter.it/
www.privacy.it/



http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/fsj/privacy/law/index_en.htm

http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/fsj/privacy/law/index_en.htm

http://www.privacyinternational.org/

http://www.export.gov/safeharbor/

http://www.garanteprivacy.it/

http://www.interlex.it/

http://www.iusreporter.it/

http://www.privacy.it/





Database Security Technologies
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Statistical Databases


From works on Statistical Databases (’80)
Answer statistical queries while not disclosing actual 
values


Query restriction
Intrusion detection (sequential query analysis)


Query set overlap control
Access control


It is difficult to prove that some values are not 
released / can not be inferred
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Access Control


Abstract reference architecture IETF


Access control built into the database:
Hippocratic Databases (IBM)


Access control outsourced
GUPster
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Access Control Languages


XACML (OASIS standard)
Used in GUPster prototype


P3P/APPEL (W3C)
Used in Hippocratic DB prototype
P3P specifies Corporate data collection policy
APPEL specifies User Data collection policy


GEOPRIV (IETF)
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P3P – Platform for Privacy Preferences


PURPOSE: why data is collected
<current>: to complete current task
<contact>: to allow company to contact person


RECIPIENT: who is to see the data
<ours>: ourselves
<same>: legal entities which follow our practices
<unrelated>: legal entities with unknown practices


RETENTION: how long data is kept
DATA-GROUP: lists of data items collected for 
stated purpose (i.e. Columns in the DB)
CONSEQUENCE: human-readable description of 
usage of collected data
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Hippocratic DB simplified architecture







Data Privacy Tecnologies
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PPDM Papers


Source: The Privacy, Security, and Data Mining Site. Stanley Oliveira (Dec 2003)
http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/~oliveira/psdm/psdm_index.html
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Approaches


Corporate Privacy
Sanitization (Knowledge Hiding)
Distributed PPDM


Individual Privacy
Swapping
Randomization
Inverse Mining
Anonymization







Current Technology in PPDM


Corporate Privacy
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Pattern Hiding: the Idea


Clifton’s Tutorial title: When Do Data Mining Results Violate 
Privacy?


Question: Do the results themselves violate privacy?
Very Related to the Inference Problem


Img from: The Inference Problem: A Survey.
C.Farkas, S. Jajodia
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Pattern Hiding: the Problem


Given:
a database source D,
a subset Rh of the set of significant patterns R
that can be mined from D


We want:
a new (sanitized) database D´ with the same 
attributes of D such that ∀A∈P :
⌧Rh cannot be mined from D´
⌧R/Rh can still be mined from D´
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Hiding AR using Confidence and Support


Conf(X ⇒ Y)= Supp(XY) /Supp(X)
E.g. A,C ⇒ B (conf=c,supp=s)


3 strategies
Decreasing the Confidence
⌧Increasing support of the rule antecedent X, through 


transactions that partially support both X and Y
• E.g. A ⇒ AC


⌧Decreasing support of the rule consequent Y, in transactions 
that support both X and Y


• E.g. ABC ⇒ AC
Decreasing the Support
⌧Decreasing the support of either the rule antecedent X or the 


rule consequent Y
• E.g. ABC ⇒ AB
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Using Unknowns


The previous proposal can bring to 
misleading rules


This is not good if rules are used in diagnosis!
Solution: as before but


replace “1” and “0” with “?”
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AR Hiding in general


The problem is NP-hard:
Heuristics are used
Iterative process
No guarantees to converge in few passes
⌧The final dataset can be very different from the original
⌧The sanitization process can take too much time


The sanitization process is “algorithm 
dependent”!!!


I.e, what if we mine Correlation Rules instead 
of AR rules?
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Distributed Data Mining


Data is distributed among sites
Each site is allowed to see real data item
No site is allowed to see other’s data


No need to combine all data for mining
Distribute computing


Each site participates to a protocol to get 
mining results
The protocol does not disclose private data to 
other sites
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Trusted Party Model


In addition to the parties there is a trusted party 
who does not attempt to cheat
All parties send their inputs to the trusted party, 
who computes the functions and sends back results 
to other parties
A protocol is secure if anything that an adversary 
can learn in real world it can also learn in ideal 
world
The protocol does not leak any unnecessary 
information
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Partial Leaks of Information


It is possible to have partial leaks of 
information that are harmless
It is hard to decide how much (which type) 
of leakage can be tolerated
Cryptographic protocols aim to avoid any 
information disclosure, except for output
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Adversarial Behavior


Semi-honest adversary
it is a party that follows the protocol 
specification, yet attempts to learn additional 
information by analyzing the messages received 
during the protocol execution


Malicious adversary
it is a party that arbitrarily deviates from the 
protocol specification
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Protocol Design Approach


First design a secure protocol for semi-
honest case
Then transform it into a protocol that is 
secure against malicious adversaries


for example, by means of zero-knowledge 
proofs


However, semi-honest model is often a 
realistic one
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Protocol Building Blocks


Oblivious Transfer
It was shown by Kilian that that given an 
implementation of oblivious transfer, and no 
other cryptographic primitive, one could 
construct any secure computation protocol


Secure Multiparty Computation
Commutative Encryption
⌧Secure Sum
⌧Secure Set Union
⌧Secure Set Intersection
⌧Scalar Product
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Commutative Encryption


Quasi-commutative hash functions h
given
the value
is the same for every permutation of yi


if x≠x’ then z≠z’
An example: public key encryption (RSA)


a function pair: EA,DA


( )( ) ( )( )xEExEE ABBA =( ) ( )( ) 0Pr ≅= xExE AB( )( ) xxDE AA =
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Secure Sum


One site designed as master
Others are numbered from 2 
to s
Site 1 generates a random 
number R and compute R+v1
mod n
Site 2 learns nothing about 
v1 and adds v2 to value 
received
For the remaining sites, 
protocol is analogous
Site 1, knowing R, get actual 
result


Site 1


0


Site 2


5


Site 3


13


R=17


17+0


1722


22+13


35 35-R=18


17+5
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Secure Set Union/Intersection


Each site i generates 
a key pair (Ei,Di)
Each site encrypts 
its items
Each site encrypts 
items from other 
sites
Duplicates in original 
values will be 
duplicates in 
encrypted values


Site 1


ABC


Site 2


ABC


Site 3


ABD


E1(ABC)


(E3,D3) (E2,D2)


(E1,D1)


E3(ABD)


E1(E3(ABD))


E3(E2(ABC))


E1(E3(E2(ABC)))


E3(E2(E1(ABC)))


E2(ABC)


E2(E1(ABC))


E2(E1(E3(ABD)))
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Mining AR in Horizontally Partitioned Data (2)


Finding secure union of large itemsets


Site 1


ABC


Site 2


ABC


Site 3


ABD


(E3,D3) (E2,D2)


(E1,D1)


E1(E3(E2(ABC)))
E2(E1(E3(ABD)))


E3(E2(E1(ABC)))D3(D2(D1(E3(E2(E1(ABC))))))


D2(D1(D3(E3(E2(E1(ABD))))))


{ABC,ABD}
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Mining AR in Horizontally Partitioned Data


Candidate Set Generation: intersect globally large 
(k-1)-itemsets with locally large (k-1)-itemsets to get 
CGi(k)
Local Pruning: for each X in CGi(k) scan DBi locally to 
compute local support X.supi. If X is locally large 
include it in LLi(k)
Itemset Exchange: securely compute the union of 
each LLi(k) to obtain LL(k) (using Secure Set Union)
Support Count Exchange: securely compute support 
for each itemset in LL(k) (using Secur Sum)







Data Privacy Tecnologies


Individual Privacy
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Value Hiding: the Idea


Since the primary task in data mining is 
the development of models about 
aggregated data,


Can we develop accurate models without access 
to precise information in individual data 
records?
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Value Hiding: the Problem


Given:
a database source D,
a subset Ah of the attributes in D


We want:
a new database D´ with the same attributes of 
D such that ∀ A∈ Ah :
⌧For each record, we cannot know the original value of the 


attribute A
⌧The distribution of A in D´ is quite the same as the one 


in D (i.e. D´ is good to be mined)
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Value Hiding: Brief History


From works on Statistical Databases (’80)
Answer statistical queries while preserving 
individual “privacy”
Based on:
⌧Query restriction
⌧Noise addiction


• Data Swapping
• Value Discretization
• Value Distortion
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Statistical DB: Data Swapping


k-order statistics are those that employ 
exactly k attributes
A database D is κ-transformable if there 
exists a database D´ that has no records in 
common with D, but has the same k-order 
COUNTs for k ∈ {0, ..., κ}


Intractable problem
Approximate Data Swapping


Replace the original D with randomly generated 
records, so that D´ has similar k-order 
statistics as the original one
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Data Swapping in Classification


The confidential attribute is the class 
attribute
Build an induced decision tree
Swap class values between records 
belonging to the same path


Now we have a new DB where the confidential 
attribute is “hidden”
Balancing privacy against precision: 
⌧Swap internal nodes (near the root) leads to more 


privacy
⌧Swap only leaves leads to optimum precision, bad privacy
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Data Swapping in Classification


Pro’s
Each record is (in some way) “privacy 
preserved”
You can induce a “good” classifier
Low computational costs


Drawbacks
Algorithm dependant (C4.5)
Unsuitable for on-line databases
Low precision if we want good privacy
You can use the induced tree to perform privacy 
breaches!!!
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The “Honest Data Miner” Assumption


I am mining the data 
looking for patterns, 
in order to use them 
ONLY to understand 


trends, NOT to 
predict personal data


an honest data miner
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On Line Noise Addiction


Name Age Incomes
Mr. Brown 27 15000


Mr. Brown 106 4963


Perturbation (Client side) of:
Age, Incomes


Send to the serverClient side


Server side
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Value Discretization


Discretization is unuseful for privacy 
preserving data mining


⌧Many values: less privacy
⌧Few classes: not very good privacy and no accuracy
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Value Distortion


Basic idea:
The client return x+r instead of the actual 
value x, where:
⌧r is a random value from a known distribution


• Uniform: random variable [-α, +α]
– mean = 0


• Gaussian: random variable
– mean =0 , standard deviation = σ


Note: The perturbation r of each entity should 
be fixed
⌧Repeated queries are unuseful for snoopers!
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First Privacy Metric


If it can be estimated with c% confidence that a 
value x lies in the interval [x1, x2] then the 
interval width (x2-x1) defines the amount of 
privacy at c% confidence level
The privacy is alternatively expressed as a 
percentage: (interval width/attribute range of 
values)
Example: Age=26, Uniform with α=7


r = 5  ⇒ Perturbed_Age = Age + r = 31
Privacy = 14 at 100% confidence level
⌧If Age ∈ [10..120], Privacy = 14/110 at 100% confidence level


Privacy = 7 at 50% confidence level
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The AS Algorithm


α=0.5
Priv=1 at 100%
Priv=100% at 100%
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DT-Classification Over Randomized Data


3 algorithms based on AS reconstruction:
Global
⌧Reconstruct the distribution once at the beginning


ByClass
⌧Once for each attribute, split the training data by class, 


then reconstruct the distributions separately for each 
class


Local
⌧Like ByClass, but for each node instead of once
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AS Classification Performance
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AS Classification Results


Considerations:
Global is cheap but low accuracy
Local is expensive and accuracy is similar to 
ByClass
⌧ByClass is the best compromise!


Futhermore:
There is an accuracy/privacy tradeoff but:
⌧Original 90% accuracy
⌧Reconstructed ByClass > 80% at 100% privacy, 70-80% 


accuracy at 200% privacy
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Second Privacy Metric


Based on the concept of differential 
entropy of a random variable:


Where ΩA is the domain of A and fA is the 
density function of A


The privacy of a random variable A is:


daafafAh AA
A


)(log)()( 2∫Ω−=


)(2)( AhA =Π
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Intuitions about Π


A random variable U distributed uniformly 
between 0 and a has privacy:


Thus, if Π(A)=2 then A has as much 
privacy as a random variable distributed 
uniformly in an interval of length 2


aU aUh ===Π )(log)( 222)(
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Other Definitions


Conditional privacy loss of A given B


P (A|B) =


Information loss
I (fX, fX) = 


B)I(A;-2 - 1  
)(


)|(-1 =
Π


Π
A


BA


^


⎥⎦
⎤


⎢⎣
⎡∫Ω X


dx(x)f̂-(x)fE
2
1


XX
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Information Loss


fX fX
^


I (fX, fX) = 


It is equal to 1-α, where α is the area 
shared by both distributions


⎥⎦
⎤


⎢⎣
⎡∫Ω X


dx(x)f̂-(x)fE
2
1


XX
^
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The EM Algorithm


Theorem: when there is a large number of 
data observations, then the EM algorithm 
provides almost zero information loss


For reasonably large perturbations:
20000 points ⇒ < 0.5% Information Loss
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AR randomization


Similar approaches to the problem of hiding 
items


each item changes its status (present or not 
present in the transaction) with probability p
⌧Items can be removed
⌧New items can be inserted


Problems for itemsets (shown to be few 
privacy preserving)
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Random Data Perturbation breaches


A paper asserts that using random matrices 
theory it is possible to predict structure in 
the spectral domain


A matrix-based spectral filtering technique has 
been shown to predict original data from 
observed data, not only the distribution


Some (strong?) assumptions on data
E.g., SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) > 1


Some other breaches in AR item hiding
Trying to classify and deeply understand 
privacy breaches
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PP Clustering by Data Transformation


The authors use GDTMs (geometric data 
transformation methods) to “randomly”
modify the data, but preserving geometric 
structure
The dataset (sensible data projection) can 
be viewed as a matrix


Translation
Rotation 
Scaling
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Inverse Frequent Set Mining


We usually mine patterns from a database


The Inverse Mining Problem consists in 
building a database D compatible with a 
given set of patterns P i.e. we obtain P
by mining D
Very related to privacy:
1. It helps to understand if the set of pattern P 


is privacy preserving
2. It helps to build a different database with the 


same distribution of values
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K-Anonymization


A database is k-anonymous if each transaction is 
not distinguishable from at least other k-1 
transactions


Some Algorithms:
Datafly [Latanya Sweeney]
Mu- and Tau-Argus [Anco Hundepool and Leon 
Willenborg, Statistics Netherlands]
Min-Gen [Latanya Sweeney]


They try to minimize the distortion w.r.t. the 
original database
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Datafly: original Database


Race  DOB        Sex ZIP   Problem


----- ---------- --- ----- ---------------


black 05/20/1965 M   02141 short of breath


black 08/31/1965 M   02141 chest pain


black 10/28/1965 F   02138 painful eye


black 09/30/1965 F   02138 wheezing


black 07/07/1964 F   02138 obesity


black 11/05/1964 F   02138 chest pain


white 11/28/1964 M   02138 short of breath


white 07/22/1965 F   02139 hypertension


white 08/24/1964 M   02139 obesity


white 05/30/1964 M   02139 fever


white 02/16/1967 M   02138 vomiting


white 10/10/1967 M   02138 back pain
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Datafly: 2-anonymized Database


Race  DOB        Sex ZIP   Problem


----- ---------- --- ----- ---------------


black 1965       M   02141 short of breath


black 1965       M   02141 chest pain


black 1965       F   02138 painful eye


black 1965       F   02138 wheezing


black 1964       F   02138 obesity


black 1964       F   02138 chest pain


white 196*       *   021** short of breath


white 196*       *   021** hypertension


white 1964       M   02139 obesity


white 1964       M   02139 fever


white 1967       M   02138 vomiting


white 1967       M   02138 back pain
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Web Links on Privacy Technologies


lab.privacy.cs.cmu.edu/people/sweeney/
www.cs.umbc.edu/~kunliu1/research/privacy_review.
html
www.amstat.org/comm/cmtepc/
www.cs.ualberta.ca/~oliveira/psdm/psdm_index.html
www.cs.ut.ee/~helger/crypto/link/data_mining/


theory.stanford.edu/~rajeev/privacy.html
theory.stanford.edu/~nmishra/cs369-2004.html
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Seminar 9


Inverse Data Mining 
Mielikainen. On Inverse Frequent Set Mining. 
PPDM 2003. 
Wu et al. Privacy-Aware Market Basket Data 
Set Generation: A Feasible Approach for 
Inverse Frequent Set Mining. SDM 2005.


(*) Calders. Computational Complexity of Itemset 
Frequency Satisfiability. ACM PODS, 2004. 
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Seminar 10


Adversial and Privacy-preserving 
Classification


Dalvi et al. Adversarial Classification. KDD 
2004. 
Kantarcioglu et al. When do Data Mining 
Results Violate Privacy? KDD 2004.
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Seminar 12


Algoritmi Privacy Preserving (a): Anonymity 
through Condensation 


Aggarwal and Yu. A Condensation Approach to 
Privacy Preserving Data Mining. EDBT 2004.


(*) Clifton, Kantarcioglu and Vaidya. Defining 
Privacy for Data Mining. NSF Workshop on Next 
Generation Data Mining, 2002. 
(*) Verykios et al. State-of-the-art in Privacy 
Preserving Data Mining. SIGMOD Record, 33(1), 
March 2004. 
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Seminar 13


Algoritmi Privacy Preserving (b): Classification and 
k-Anonymity.


Wang, Yu and Chakraborty. Bottom-Up Generalization: A 
Data Mining Solution to Privacy Protection. ICDM 2004. 
Fung, Wang and Yu. Top-Down Specialization for 
Information and Privacy Preservation. ICDE 2005.


(*) Clifton, Kantarcioglu and Vaidya. Defining Privacy for 
Data Mining. NSF Workshop on Next Generation Data 
Mining, 2002. 
(*) Verykios et al. State-of-the-art in Privacy Preserving 
Data Mining. SIGMOD Record, 33(1), March 2004. 
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Seminar 14


Algoritmi Privacy Preserving (c): Optimal k-
Anonymity 


Bayardo and Agrawal. Data Privacy through 
Optimal k-Anonymization. ICDE 2005.


(*) Clifton, Kantarcioglu and Vaidya. Defining 
Privacy for Data Mining. NSF Workshop on Next 
Generation Data Mining, 2002. 
(*) Verykios et al. State-of-the-art in Privacy 
Preserving Data Mining. SIGMOD Record, 33(1), 
March 2004. 
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Conclusions


Still room for improvements


A general accepted definition of privacy is 
still missing


The main question (on data mining and 
privacy issues) still need an answer: 


Do data mining results violate privacy?
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Thank you!!!!


Wake up!!!! ☺ Questions?
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